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Advanced english speaking video free

I created this lesson plan with my C1/C2 students in mind. It is about the topic of effective communication and helps to practice reading, speech and cooperation. It can also be used when discussing stories. You need 90 minutes to complete this lesson. Continue reading ... This is a lesson I have recently
tried with my C1 teenage group. It is based on the climate solution quiz from CNN. Activities include vocabulary brainstorming, mini group discussion and ranking, and a possible typing extension. You need about 90 minutes for this class. Continue reading ... What types of exercises can help students
wrap their heads around more complex conditional structures they often encounter as they prepare for exams (B2 and C1)? Keep reading to find out. Continue reading ... Here's an activity I tried a couple of times with my teenage students. I decided to combine the test-teach-test approach with a fairly new
feature of Quizlet which is Quizlet live. My students played an important role in shaping this activity, and so did my friend, Łukasz Knap who helped figure out the technical kins. Continue reading ... This speech activity is perfect for larger groups and serves as both speech practice and revision. The
version below was designed with C1 students in mind, but you can customize it to any level and course. Continue reading ... This lesson plan focuses on the issue of fighting caste culture by giving tax breaks to people who decide to repair their broken assets instead of evicting them. It is based on an
actual initiative of the Swedish government and is based on the article published by The Guardian and the video published by the World Economic Forum. I would recommend it for B2/C1 students, especially adults. The lesson takes about an hour to complete, and it comes with a spreadsheet for
students and a teacher answer key. Continue reading ... Let me share with you my favorite Christmas videos and some ideas how to use them in the classroom. I prepared these for my teenage and adult students, level B1 - C1. Continue reading ... In this updated lesson, students learn about changing
gradable and non-gradable adjectives, being introduced to two useful self-study tools, and discussing the importance of the colors in our lives. The class was designed with B2-C1 students in mind and takes around 60 minutes to complete. Continue reading ... This lesson plan was created as part of a
challenge by a colleague of mine, Milada Krajewska, and presented at the third European Congress of the Polish Association for the Standards for Language Education PASE on 13. The lesson was designed with C1 students in mind and takes about 60 minutes to complete. Continue reading ... In this
post, you can find additional ideas for activities about unreal past, desires and hypothetical meaning. They were designed for C1/C2 students and aim to provide some context for using new structures. Activities used for further practice practices Revision. Continue reading ... Video Transcript Section 1 Hi
I'm Emma from mmmEnglish! This video is perfect for intermediate to advanced English learners who want to improve their skills in English conversations. So I'll share the exact phrases and phrases you have to do things in English conversations like when you want to cancel someone or you want to
change the topic. Maybe when you need to end a conversation and many others as well. In fact, I share fifty useful phrases that will help you in English conversations, all the useful phrases that you need to improve your speech skills and to help you maintain conversations longer. So I hope you're ready.
Let's get into it! Now a lot can happen during a conversation. Talking about the subject is an important part, but speaking fluently and talking with ease, you need to have a lot of conversation tools up your sleeve because there are many other shifts and changes that happen during a conversation
depending on who you're talking to, what's going on around you and whether you're interested or not. Right now, we're going to focus on the tools you need to move around your conversations easily and naturally. Okay, and if you get through to the end of this video, I'm going to share some advanced
phrases to help you talk about controversial topics, to help you express your ideas when you know that not everyone is going to agree with you properly and you will prepare them for it. Now if it sounds a little too intense to you, and maybe you want to start by focusing on easier conversation strategies if
just starting a conversation with someone, then I recommend you first see this lesson up here. So conversations are always two ways, right? That's what makes a call. So when you give your opinion or you share something, is it always nice to invite the other person's opinion correctly? And this is a very
important strategy to help you expand your conversations and ask for the opinions of others. What to say when... ask for the opinion of othersSo what do you say when you ask for the opinions of others? Well quite simply, you may ask: 1. Do you agree? Very basic. It's pretty closed that question, so what
if you opened up that question to get a more interesting answer?2. What do you think of that? 3. What is your opinion? 4. What do you think of that? If you want to make it a little more polite, you can say:5. I'd like to hear your thoughts on it... 6. I am interested to hear your opinion on this ... And more
formally, perhaps if you were at a meeting at work, you know you might be asking 7. Want to add something? And this is just a great way to invite other people into the conversation to share their opinion. What to say when... you want to cancelSo what about what to say when you want to cancel? When
someone else talks and you want to cancel them. Well there are definitely ways to do it but of course there are many ways to do it politely too. Sometimes you need to cancel in conversations. So of course you can say:8. Sorry 9. Excuse me - is a little more politeAnd then you can actually lead right on
with your different idea or your opinion there. Sorry I thought our meeting was on Thursday next week, not Wednesday.You know, it's just a little short interjection to help you share a different opinion or some other thought. Now you can informally cancel someone to add an idea to a conversation by
saying10. Do you mind if I add it? 11. Can I jump in here? And that literally means I can jump into the conversation right now at this point. I have something to share. I'd say so. Now there are some more polite ways to express this too. You can say 12. I'm sorry to interrupt, but... (I have something to say)
13. I'm sorry to disturb you now there's not much difference between the two. I just want to say that Sorry to cancel is probably used more when you speak directly to the person you cancel, and then maybe if you walk into a room full of people talking, a meeting room or something like that, then you can
say Sorry to cancel, I just needed to share something with you. Now to go even more formal than that, maybe if you work in a hotel and you have to cancel a customer, you can say: 14. I'm sorry, can I interrupt you for a second? 15th If I can interrupt you for a moment... (I'd like to share something with
you) Oh indeed, if you don't mind me interrupting for a moment, I'd like to tell you a little about The Ladies' Project.If you're a woman who wants to develop the confident English-speaking version of yourself that's as expressive, as intelligent and interesting as you are in your own language, then you
should definitely check out The Ladies' Project. It is a vibrant online community that helps women all over the world meet and practice speaking English together. We have real conversations about the things in life that are most important. We can help you quickly find trusted speaking partners, provide



you with guidance from native teachers, build your conversation skills and overcome your fears and your frustrations about speaking English fluently. So if you want to keep improving your English conversation skills or maybe you're looking for a way to maintain the skills you've already developed, then I
hope you come and check it out. We're welcoming new members right now, but only for another week. So to find out more click on the link in the description below. Ok. Where was I? It was a good example of what to say once you've gone off the topic. What to say when... you have gone off the topicIf you
go off the topic, it means that you started talking about something, such as apples, but while you talked you started talking about something else, you know, maybe you got distracted or you got excited and went off telling a different story. Or even the person you talk to has gone off the topic and you think
How on earth did we end up talking about potatoes? You need to get the call back on track right? And that's really just the simple shift in conversation. So here's how you do it.16. So anyway, get back to my story.. 17th As I said... 18th Where was I? Oh yes... You can also combine some of these
expressions together. So anyway, where were we? You were talking about apples! What to say when... you think you understood, but you have to double check. These are very important phrases to learn, to help you as you listen, so you can feel more confident in your answers, you know, when
answering other people's questions, this is just a small check to make sure you answer it accurately. So if you didn't quite hear perfect, you can say: 19. So what you're asking for is... And repeat back what you heard.20. So what you want to know is... And then repeat.21. You mean? And rewrite what you
heard, or you can say 22. In other words, what you're saying is... And this is a very natural part of the conversation. Native speakers aren't going to care if you ask them to confirm what they said because it just makes it a lot easier to continue the conversation, right? If you work in customer service, maybe
in a hotel or at a restaurant or something like that, it's a little more formal to use the verb confirm. You can say:23. I'd like to confirm what you said... 24. Excuse me, I can only confirm it / what you said ... Naturally, we agree, and we disagree with people all the time right, and there are so many different
ways to do this in English. Agree is quite simple right, you can only say: 25. Yes! Absolutely! to say that you agree.26. I totally agree with you! And we have this wonderful expression that is... 27. I couldn't agree moreI couldn't agree more. I very much agree with you. What to say ... something disagreeBut
what to say to something disagree? Now all these examples are ways to say that you accept some of the ideas that the other person has shared, but you don't quite agree with them. Okay, so you can say 28. I see what you mean, but... And then express, you know, a different opinion.29. I understand
your point of view, but... 30. I can see where you come from, but... 31. I agree with you up to a point, but ... (I have a different opinion) What to say to ... disagreeSo what to say when you completely disagree?32. I don't feel the same. 33. Actually I do not completely agree or I disagree. 34. I'm afraid I
don't agree with you about it / about thatNow this is quite interesting English expression, I'm afraid. We use it when we try to make a statement more polite, not just to say we're worried or we're afraid. I'm afraid I can't help you. I'm afraid we've run out of hot dogs. So there's only one way to make these
statements a little more polite, and you can do the same when you disagree. I am I don't agree with you. So to be quite formal when you disagree, so try adding a word that respectfully35. With respect, I have to disagree. And if you feel that the conversation isn't going anywhere, maybe there's a little
excitement, people get frustrated and annoyed, and you want to change the subject.36. Well, we have to agree to disagree then! It's a way to end the discussion, especially when it gets a little heated up and changes the topic a little bit. Now of course in English, you can be quite rude with your body
language when you disagree with someone. So in formal situations or when you want to be very polite, try to be aware of what your body is doing. So avoid shaking your head or rolling your eyes or sighing. you know? Unless you really want the other person to see that you're frustrated or you're annoyed
at them. What to say to ... change the topicSpeaking of changing the topic, what do you say when you want to do it in English? What should I say to change the topic? Now this is useful. You may want to change the subject for a few different reasons. It can be as simple as you've run out of things to say
on the subject. So instead of ending the conversation, you can simply change the subject and change direction.37. It reminds me... 38. Talking about / talking about that ... You know that this is a very useful expression or a way you know kind of to connect two ideas in a conversation. Talking about the
holiday to Greece, I said I have a trip planned later in the year? But maybe you just want to introduce something completely different. So then you can try 39. Oh, by the way... (Did I tell you about this?) 40. Oh, while I remember ... 41. Before I forget ... (I have something I would say) 42. This has nothing
to do with what we're talking about, but... (I have to share it anyway) 43. I know this is completely change the topic, but ... (I have to tell you) What to say when... you are talking about a controversial topicNow this is more advanced conversation skills, but maybe you want to talk about politics, religion,
social issues. I like to learn about religion, social issues. I like to learn about, but I know that my views won't always be the same as everyone else's. But that doesn't mean you have to avoid it, right? You just need some tools and some tips to help you keep your conversation open and positive. So when
you introduce an idea that you feel that not everyone is going to agree with then you can try to say44. I know not everyone agrees with me... (but this is what I think) 45. I know this is a contentious issue. Disputed. And then go in to explain.46. It may be an unpopular opinion, but I have great faith... 47. I
do not see eye to eye with everyone in this matter, but I think it is very important to discuss this. 48. Although you may not agree with my views, I am definitely interested to hear yours. 49. I'm not trying to ruffle anyone's feathers here. This is a funny little idiom to say I'm Trying to upset or upset someone,
you know, I just share a different opinion. I'm not going to ruffle anyone's feathers. What to say when... you want to end a conversationSo having one of these simple expressions on hand will help you politely end a conversation and move on. We don't want to get stuck in a conversation.50. Well, I should
be off! It's been great to talk. 51. Anyway, I should get back to it. I should get back to work. 52. I'm so glad I met you. It's been great to catch up. I'll see you soon. So there you have it! There were over fifty common phrases to help you have more advanced English conversations and help you maintain
these conversations even longer. Now all these tools are those that native English speakers use all the time in conversations. So listen out for them in movies and podcasts. Try to hear them in context. Now definitely do not try and teach them all at once, ok not all fifty sentences at once, but definitely
choose a couple of them from each category and really start getting to know them and how to use them. You know you can catch me you know you can catch me and make sure you take a look at The Ladies' Project as well, I've connected to it up here. You can catch The Ladies' Project on Instagram
too, and as always, you can keep practicing with me right there in that lesson. Lesson.
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